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Present: Bernard Cushman, Francis S. Filbey, JamesJ. Lapenta,
Jr., JamesRademacher, Rial Rainwater

LaPenta: Speaking for the Mail Handlers Union, Article I, first
I want to preface my remarks for the purposes of background, and, two
for clarification as an attempt to set the record straight about the
Nail Handlers position regarding Article I, and later when we get to
Article vii..

The Mail Handlers Union has attempted for a number of years to
eliminate what they consider to be craft discrimination, racial dis-
crimination and pay discrimination. Unfortunately, the manner in which
we have attempted to do this has brought about our position being mis-
represented, and I want to make it perfectly clear that we do not like
the label being put on us as a jurisdictional dispute. We have never
held our sister Union, the APWU, responsible for this craft discrimina-
tion, racial discrimination an~.pay discrimination. We feel, basically,
tha~tthis is a problem that the Employer cr~eated,and we resent very
very greatly the attempt over the last four years (3 contracts) for
them to continue to insi3t that it is only a problem between the Mail
Handlers and the APWU. The Mail Handlers Union has tried to resolve
this through the collective bargaining process. We would still like
to see it resolved through the collective bargaining process. Or, if
we cannot, our other remedy is through the courts and Title 7 of the
Civil Rights Act.

I am now’ going to try to make one last attempt by preSenting’ two
plans or proposals to see if we cannot resolve it without going through
?itigation via the courts.

Plan A.

1. Article I, Section 1 would remain the same as in the
current agreement, provided we can get an understanding
via a stipulation, side letter, memorandumof understand-
ing or a memorandumof intent. I am not wedded to labels

2. That a free~e on the status quo, and by that I mean a
freeze on what is in the Garrett decision would be moved
for~ard from the July 19, 1971 date that he specifies
in his decision that this freeze or status quo would
move up and become effective July 21, 1975. In other
words, we do not want,as his decision provides, for going
back and reconstructing the past to find out who was
doing what duty assignments.
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3. That inside the post office, and that would affect
primarily three crafts — clerks, mail handlers and
maintenance custodial — there would be a merging of
seniority lists, and you would have one seniority
list inside a post office.

4. There would be provided equal pay for equal work, and
‘in concrete terms this would mean mail handlers would
be paid level 5.

5. There would be a grandfather clause that would provide •\
the mail handler craft would always have a figure
of 15% to 20% of the jobs inside a post office.
In other words, there would be a floor.

Mr. Cushman: When you say post office, you mean mail processing?

Mr. LaPenta: I am talking about all mail processing.

6. In other words, I am saying in working in conjunction
with EEOC, we would get these conditions so set forth
in a settlement, and then instead of going to court,
the Mail Handlers would waive any claims under Title
7. In other words, we would work out a settlement
like the Steel Workers.

PLAN B.

:‘; 1. Article I, Section I would remain the same, but there
would have to be an agreement.

2. A new article in the Agreement would provide for a
freeze as outlined in Plan A, effective July 21, 1975.

3. That this new agreementwould provide that during the
life of the 1975-77 agreement, and by that I mean
within six months or the first year of that agreement,
that all duty assignments would be audited and evaluated.

4. These duty assignments and jobs would be assigned to
the appropriate crafts, and disputes would be resolved
via arbitration.

5. The bench marks for this evaluation program so that it
would preclude any new job evaluation program like
the Westinghouse Program or others being sponsored,
the bench marks would be the Key Positions and Standard
Positions that go into ~iaking up these duty assignments.

The purpose of the job audit and the slotting of these
duty assignments is to eliminate overlapping duties, but
not the combining of jobs.
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While ~ have spoken to Article I, this also reaches out to Article

VII, partictxJ-arly Section 2.A., 13., C.., and D.

Mr. FilbeY: The 2\PWU’S position at the present time is Article
I as draftca. March 11, 1975 should, be submitted to the U. S. Postal Service.

I would like the record to show I have not commentedon Plan A and
B as presented.

LaPenta The Nail Handlers Union cannot agree that Paper # 2
drafted 3/11/75 go forward and be presented to the lISPS.

RadernaCher: When we do submit Article I, what will the position
of the Mail Handlers be?

LaP~nta Our position is as stated previously. We are in a
coordinated bargaining situation and since we are in a coordinated bar-
gaining situation, if one of the parties is not in agreement, then the
proposal cannot be submitted tO the Postal Service. But in every day
1an~uageit means that there cannot be any separate bargaining once the
notice we submitted March 27, 1975, the parties then cannot withdraw

from coordinated bargaining. Also the parties are not obliged to have
a proposal forced upon them.

Rademacher: Is that a rule of thumb, or where would I find it?

Lapenta: I would suggest you take that up with your attorneys.

The position I have taken was obtained from my legal sources.

Mr. Rademacher: Cushman is my attorney.

Cushman: The rule Jim refers to is not binding out of negotiations.
I know of no precedent. I have never been in a situation where Unions
could not agree on proposals.

LaPenta: We have no intentions of pulling out of the coordinated
bargaining set up.

Radernacher: Is there veto power of any Union on any proposal?

Cushrnan: We have operated basically without any rules and that
has been basically purposeful. We thought we would get along better
all things considered without rules. It is a difficult situation to operate
in and up to now we have gotten along without any rules. It is within
your power to go by a different rule. i.e. ,majority vote. You might
wish to talk with your attorneys. There remains a legal question if one
party says you cannot go ahead. There is a doctrine of frustration applying.
There is a possible opinion if serious bona fide effort to reach agreement
breaks down, the parties go ahead and do as they wish. This is surely
on the Employer ‘s side, not the Unions’ side. Most of those cases came
up in unit situations or alleged refusal to bargain at the NLPJ3. At this
particular point one or both could pull away. I am loathe to make that as
an opinion.
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RademaCher: What you are saying is throw the bargaining out for
the 200,000 people I represent becauseone or four organizations does not

favor this?

Cush.inan: I think the bargaining is in jeopardy. Not legal jeopardy,
but as a practical proposition. If I cannot get proposals front you on the
table, bargaining is stymied.

Rademacher: If I and two other Unions ordered you to lay Article I
on the table,either you do it or we will get someone else to do it. It is
rather late to argue rules and by—laws now. If you want litigation.-.

Cushinan: I do not think Jim wants litigation. Olr:iously you have
three courses of action.. Paralysis seems to me impossible. Attorneys
can come up with any point of view. If the doctrine of coordinated bar—
gaining is stagnated - it is assumedJim will not go along — it is not
true that bargaining has to stop.

Rademacher: SupposeI joim with Jim, where does that leave us
with two who want to go and two who don’t? Supposeyou have three and
one’?

Cushman: Then you are broken down to separate bargaining, regardless.

Rademacher: Is bargaining in jeopardy becauseof this issue? Do
we go to court?

Cushman: I think bargaining has to go ahead. The basis on which it
does you have to say. I am employed by all four of you. I follow instruc-
tions I am given. If you fellows are so seriously split and one doesn’t want
to go ahead,or stand by,~henyou go ahead. I do not think it is a question
of a Union qua Unior~,but we have 600,000 employees and their interests
are at stake here. If we are going to reach an agreement, we have to come
to the Employer with a full set of proposals. All of you, each of you,
have got to go ahead and try to reach an agreementand not try to stymie
this thing.

Rademacher: Who has the right to do nothing? How will that be

decided? By four, three, two or one?

Cushmafl.: It seems clear either four of you agree, and if you cannot,
then each of you have to decide what you are going to do. Either you
proceed three jointly or go with the Mail Handlers.

You have three alternatives. (1) Do nothing; (2) if three are in
agreement, you should proceed as three on Articles I and VII; and (3)
it seems the- Mail Handlers have laid out what they are going to do.

Filbey: I am of the opinion Article I as written on March 11, 1975
should he presented to Management. The representative of the Mail Handlers
Division of LIUNA has made a record which will be used or not used in
subsequent actions by his Union. ~E have to have something spelled out on
Union Recognition. What they have said is they are willing to accept
Article I, Section 1, provided the APWU enters into a stipulation not
spelled out in the contract. I do not think any Union should be permitted

to block or stop bargaining becausetwo other Unions have no~agreed upon
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a stipulation that does not concern the other two. I think it is an
unreasonablc~ demand, if the Uion will not agree on a stipulation. I era
prepared to move ahead in negotiations. I am aware of the fact we have

joint bargaining and have served notice on the Postal Service, which
makes it so, and does not force the Postal Service to agree separately
With that one Union. I am here to negotiate a contract for the people I

represent in conjunction with the other three Unions, if possible. We
have a proposal which was agreed to by the Mail Handlers when drafted,
but they ch~flged their minds based on something that does not have any-
thing to do with negotations. They are trying to nullify an arbitrator’ s
decision they do not like. There are seine arbitrator’s decisions I do
not like either. The only position we have at the present time is the
submission of Article I, Paper # 2, as prepared by the Contract Committee
on March 11, 1975, should be made to the Postal Service. As to the
stipulations , I have made note of them.

Lap:~nta: I do want to respond to the last commenton nullifying
arbitrator’s decisions. The appropriate time to do that is during the
period of contract bargaining. Let the record show that is precisely
what the Employer iS doing as far as their proposal is concerned in
Article I, Section 6, in which they are attempting to nullify an
arbitration decision regarding supervisors performing bargaining unit
work.

Rademacher: Moved Articles I and VII as agreed to by the four
parties 3/11/7 5 be presented to Managementin the morning.

Lapenta: I object. The chief Negotiator had been advised we
would not go along with the paper as drafted in March, and I will supply
a copy of that letter.

Rademacher: Mokred Articles I and VII in final draft form be
presented to Managementin the morning. Motion secondedby Rainwater.

Ayes * 3

LaPenta: I think this is an improper procedure, this procedure
of voting things up and down and I ptotest the placing this in the form
of a motion before a body.

Cushman: I have made it clear that as Spokesman for all of you
I am taking no one‘s si$e~in. thi~:situation, and if the three of you
~ to present it, I will be there and. present it as the position of
the three Unions and not the Mail Handlers.

Filbey: I want the record to show I have listened attentively to
the Mail Handlers’ proposal, and my position remains the same. Articles I
and VII should be submitted as orginally drawn up by the sub—committee.
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Union P~rpresentatives ManagementP.eprcsentatives

B. Cusiirflarl 1). Brown
F. Filboy H. letter
a. p.adernacher J. Gildea
j. ~~penta D. tharters
R. Rainwater • J. Tosch
N. r~ab-ler D. Weitzel
I. Ibneycutt P. OtBrien
W. Froh
D. Jordan

BRO~N: I ~uld like to take a few minutes to cover one item that
has arisen since Thursdaymorning. I would appreciateyour
hearing ire out on this.

Last Friday we received a wire addressedto me frcrn Jim La—
penta, and I know you all receive.d copies of it, arid it
raises severalquestionson Our part. I want to lay before
you these for answers. I want to take the three minutes re-
quired to read this . even though you have read it. I will
chasize a ccuple of points. [Leads the wire. I I told
you this raised severalquestions. But I would like to re-
fer back to, if I may, somethingthat you have told to ire
and.that I have had the opporturui.ty in nry tenure with the
rostal Service to experiencedirectly. I have been told
that even though once called by anothername the Postal Co-
ordinated Bargaining Conaiitteewas pretty well in existence
~n the l97~.nenotiations aria that it was on the theory that
it spoke for, representedandbargainedwith the e~xployer
for the national agreementin that year. ~cewere advised
that Bernie Cushmanwas to be thief Spokesmanon behalf of

the four national unions as included in the Postal Coordina-
ted Bargaining Ccomittee. Since that time and during ny
term here we have had letters received fran Mr. Cushiren
‘~~thichstated in effect that he is the Chief Spokesmanfor the
four unions and that these negotiations~u1d be conducted
under the auspicesof the Postal CoordinatedBargaining Can—
inittee. And obviously, with this kind of background,then
~ receive this wire it has raised severalouestions. Princi-
pally because it deletes Articles 1 and 7 fran the Nail Hand—
lers union proposalsto the exployer. It states that the
?~ailHandlersunion is not to be bound by proposals submitted
covering Articles 1 and 7. This in writing in a sensecon-
firms what you told us on Thursdayrrcrning when you handed
these to us becauseat that time ~ou stated in effect that
thesewere being submittedon behalf of three of the four
unions arid that the Mail Handlers were not a party to these.
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2~rtic1e1 in our view is a recognition clausewherein we
recognizethe various crafts and unions with which we will
deal. It is the only place in the agreement that specifi-
cally sets forth a recognition of the unions and. the crafts.
J~rtic1e7 of course sets forth the employeeclassifications,
and I don t know how we can sit at this table and bargain
with a recognition clauseproposedon behalf of only three
of the four unions or bargainwith respectto crafts embraced
by three unions and not by the Nail Handlersunion. The
wire further statesthat jurisdictional problems must be
conductedin craft negotiationsor craft supplements. I
want to make it clear now to all of you that we are not at—
tenpting to take any stanceor position, anddon’t intend
-to, that we are refusing to bargain with anyone. We are
not. We don’t intend to walk away from thesenegotiations
or refuse to bargainwith you.

IaPENTA: %~neredo you see that -- the direct referenceto jurisdic-
tion?

B}~WN: I meant the proposalssubmitted. Sorry. We weuld like to
have, and insist on having, answersto the following: are
we at the national level negotIations at this table nego-
tiating with three unions and recognizingthree unions in
the hopefully forthcoming new conftact, or are we negotia-
tin~jwith four unions for a labor agreement? To be mere
specific at the rrementare there three unions or four unions
being representedat this bargaining table by the Postal
CoordinatedBargaining Corrmittee? We ask an asnwerto this,
is it your collective or individual provisions that the pro—
posals coveredby Articles 1 and7 specified in Jim’s May 22
wire are they to be negotiatedat the level of the crafts
or craft supplementsor are they to be negotiatedat this
table? In the first instancewe are seeking information and
in the secondthat too but we have also sateviews on this.
I don’t want to keep it any secretas to why, we want answers.
It is difficult for us to conceive that we are negotiating
with four unions if one of them says it is not bound by the
proposals. I was personallytold that in 1971 at the ele-
venth hour one of the unions raised a cuestionas to whether
or not it was going to be a party to the agreementthat the
employer thought it hadbeen negotiating. Thereware certain
things still to be negotiated. I personallyexperiencedwhat
happenedin 1973 at a time then for all practical purposes
we thoughtwe had reachedagreementwith the proper nego-
tiators of the unions subject to ratification of at least two
of the unions then we found that the Mail Handlers becauseof
jurisdictional problemsas they were put to us — we had soire
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problemsand we made efforts to settle them and this was
after what had beenagreednoon, wages, benefits arid so
on. With this problem, and I am not attempting to get in-
to what I considerto be union businessand. none of mine,
with this coming when it does slightly less than t~xD months
before expiration of the current contract, we need to know
answers now so that we )cnc~ito whom we are mnkinq proposals
and to whom we are not, if anyone,making counterproosals
and concessions. To put it bluntly, we need to know with
whom we are dealing at this table. As is the -case at most
negotiations, the enpiover is the one who has the obliga-
tion to meet payrolls that may be affected, generatedin
part by what happenshere, to pay for benefit obligation
that it has. I can’t think of any better reason than to

- ~e1i you we feel we have full right to know whether we are
dealing with all unions representedhere for all articles
containedin the new national labor agreEatentor whether
we are dealing with only some. And if with only sane,with
whom is it not?

Ct~SBM7~N: I would like to caucuswith my people before I respondto
thesecaricusqi.~estions.

(A caucuswas held andnegotiations were not reconvened
that clay.)
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union Representatives Manaqement ReDresentatives

B. Cushman D. Brown
F. Filboy H. Letter
3. Raclemacher - J. Gildea
3. LaPenta P. Dorsey
R. Rainwater D. Charters
L. Honeycutt D. Weitzel
A. Pamplin J. Tosch

B. Gillespie
- P. O’Brien

cus~AN: You asked two auestions. To answer the first, you are ne-
gotiating with four unions. PCBC is for the purpose of these
negotiations. With regard to your second question, as to
whether the problems involving jurisdiction belong at the
craft table separately or here, we are not prepared to speak
to that question at this time.

BROWN: May I expand on your second problem? I take it, in the ab-
sence of an answer to the second question, the articles you

( submitted for 1 and 7 last week are made on behalf of three
unions, or are you removing them comoletely, or it the status
as it was when you gave them to us last week?

CUSI-~4AN: They are as stated last week.

BROWN: Would I be correct in assuming that the position of the Mail

Handlers as stated in Jim’s wire is still good?

CUSF~4AN: That’s correct.

BROWN: Before I express my reaction to one answer and no answer, or
a part answer, I want to reoeat one thing —— that even under
the circumstancesor despite them, the Postal Service is not
taking the stance or adopting the posture that we will refuse
to bargain, We will continue to bargain. If I told you that
your response satisfies our concerns and achieves what in my
view is an atmosphere conducive to full and bona fide, free
collective bargaining, I would be remiss in telling you that
I feel that way. I feel it Is not conducive to such bargaining.
I am very disappointed that you do not have 1~hecomplete clar-

ification of the unions’ position in order that the Postal
Service can have a clear picture of where we are going and how
we arc going to got there. I think it is good to know that
you, Bernie, as Chief Spokesmanof the Postal Coordinating
Bargainincr Corrmittee, represent the bnding—together organiza-
tion whach still exists and exists as the vehicle to presunt
the views of four unions. However, I Lhink I cannot show any
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decreased concern about my second auestion. It is still
very important, and one with regard to which we are go inc
to have to have an answer soon. Where we are today, this
minute, there still is a serious question as to the impact
on our bargaining at this table, principally because of the
status of Article 1, I asked this question. Who are we
recognizing in the new labor agreement, and therefore ~iho
are way recognizing in these negotiations, because we don’t
have a proposal covering four unions. That proposal, as we

have it, is on behalf of three unions only. This is going
to have an impact on all of you. What we are interested in
too is getting down to real meaningful, -give—and-take nego—.
tiations. Article I is recognition. Article 7 has to do
with employeeclassifications. Employee classifications,
how many are we talking about? There are several of your
demands, important ones, I think, and some of hours on which
Article 7 has a very definite imoact. What I am saving to
you is that there are parts of your package and a part at
least of ours that can hardly be dealt with in the absence

of an Article 7 proposal from you that would represent four
rather than three unions. Which leads me to say to you what

you have been telling us and with good reason, that we can

( ill afford to dilly—daily around, to not make good use of
the remainina time available to us, and we can ill afford to
leave the second question unanswered, in my opinion, for an
indefinite period of time. If we cannot deal with the entire
labor agreement as you would have us deal with it -— as you
submitted 49 proposals on behalf of four unions and two on
behalf of only three unions -— we cannot deal with it in its
entirety, knowing what its imoact is gong to be on all bar-
gaining unit employees, it seems to me that we are dealing
with a road block, if you will, that can ill afford to wait
and remain in our way for too long a period of time. One way
for the employer in this instance is to impress you with how
urgent we think this is and how necessary to utilize our time
to the best advantage, is to say we can’t talk about one thing
until we know what you are proposing, on behalf of whom, on
these articles. We are not taking that position. We are not
going to be posturing ourselves in a refusal to bargain situa-
tion. We are going to continue to bargain. I am afraid that,
under these conditions if allowed to last long enough, that
we are going to run out of time. I hnow that this is a two—
way strc~et. I know that the pressure because of the time ele-
ment should be as much upon you as upon us. So I am not
talking about where this leaves us, the employer, but the
parties at this table. I hardly can make myself believe that
you feel as representatives of the 600,000 bargaining unit

people that this time can b~afforded by you much better than
by us. I cannot separateyour interests from ours with re—
s~ectto u t.i1 :L~:inqour tine and reaching an agreerient: in a
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timely fashion. I think that a critical problem like this
we can iii afford to let sthnd to the detriment of the usage
of time, resulting in the lack of time or running out of time.
Right now, as far as the answer to the second cuestion is con-
cerned, this is a vital question and a vital answer. That’s
got to be your decision, not ours. I said yesterday that un~-
til we fully know what you are proposing and for whom Articles
1 and 7 cover, we are hardly in a position in representing the
Postal Service to commit managementto what you niight call the

real framework, essential parts, of a new labor agreement. I
said yesterday that in 1973 for all practical purposes we had
the cost of living, wages, wording, changes in the contract~
all on the table and tentatively agreed upon and then found
that we did not have an agreement that was satisfactory to all

• the unions and that there was still a major problem to be re-
solved. At least we know that that problem exists now. So I
think tha-t one of the impacts of the void created by not satis-

factorily resolving whatever the problems are,this is causing
a void in our ability to negotiate. We are not going to talk
about wages and benefits and some others until we know where
we are heading and with whom. I think we deserve to know
that. But we will not refuse to bargain with you.

This brings us to the point where we say, what are we going
to bargain about. I don’t want to waste our tine any more

than you do. I want to use it to good advantage. We are not
in a position to bring pressure. At least we are not placing
ourselves in that position. But in the interest of obtain-
ing the kind of labor agreement that makes sense for all of

- us, I just don’t see how we are going to make the kind of pro-
gress and have meaningful bargaining in order to get that labor

agreement in the presence of a void as basic as this is. In
the interest of time utilization, I suggest very strongly
and I would like to talk to our people on this side of the
table concerning where we stand. Off the top of my head, I
am recommending that we spent our time if we can to get rid
of some of the proposals, demands, problems, that are of
little or no consecuence. Maybe some of them can be knocked
off the table without any arguments pro and con. Maybe that
is wishful thinking on my part. Out of 51 there must be some
that we can say in the interest of time, well, maybe we don ‘ t
care so much about this that we can ‘t get it behind us.
There are abhors here I would hope it is not going to take a
gigantic movement on our part to resolve. We are prepared
and willing, subject to the conference I will have with my
poop] o, to proceed to attempt to resolve some that don’ t re—
quire earth-shaking movements. But where giant steps forward

( and dol]ars are involved, I don ‘t see how we can get into
these really meaninciful , gutsy typos oF harqaininq questions
until we qet this thing settled. We have a lot of houseke~pi n~
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to do with respect to some things lying on the table. We
can use our time trvinc to get rid of some of the relatively
inconsequential items so that once the basic oroblem is r’e—
solved, quickly I hope, that we can devote our full time to
getting a -tentatively agreed upon labor contracb in a timely
fashion. We continue to strongly feel and sincerely believe
that we deserve to know and know in full where we are going
in these negotiations, and under what circumstances. In the
interest of time I again urge that we clear the air in the
time that’s required from this point on to the resolution of
the problems to which we need the answers. Clear up Articles
1 and 7 as quickly as you can with respect to your proposals
to management. We have a real serious question as to how
fast and how many we can move in areas that are of the great-
est importance to you and to us until we know full answers
and positions regarding both questions, not just the one.

CUSI~4AN: I think that we can understand some of the problems that you
have stated from a management point of view. I, too, want
to say what may seem to be a self—serving statement, but the

truth. Obviously, you would have Articles 1 and 7 if you had
complete unanimity of viewpoint at this time, but coordination
is not always an easy process. On the contrary, coordinated
bargaining is often a difficult and at times a painful process.
I want to assure you that where there have been differing
viewpoints they have been sincerely held and that meaningful
and strong efforts have been made to resolve differences be-

tween affected groups. They have been sincere, and no ques-
tion should be raised in your mind as to the effort already
put forth. They have not been successful in coming up with
the prooosals, and it is ininortant to you and to us that we
come up with prooosals. We are well aware of the time bind.
Therefore I would, on behalf of the unions, strongly recom-
mend that we do spend some -time and we will continue our
efforts to come up with a result and consurr~natean agreement.

FILBEY: I gather that what you have said is that you want an answer
to your second question. Well, I have two questions to the
management. Respond to the first and if that’s in the affirm-
ative, then I’ll ask you my second. As I understand it, the
second question raised yesterday is a question of whether

jurisdiction should be negotiated at this table or at the
craft negotiations.

BROWN: I would say in essence, Stu, yes, that’s what I raised.

FILBEY: Would you consider the recognition clause as submitted as
the jurisd:i.ctional clause of the exis~ing or proposed con—

tract? I have a good reason for asking this qucstion.
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Let me put it this way, Stu. I have always recarded recog-
nition articles to set forth the identity of the unions with
whom we had an obligation to bargain. I have never seen a
recocjnition clause that was so comprehensive as to embrace all
aspects of jurisdiction.

FILBEY: You do not consider the existing article and proposed articlé

1 as a j~trisdictional clause?

BROWN: No, I don’t

FILBEY: In the event that the four unions made a proposal that the
jurisdiction of the resoective unions be negotiated in the
craft negotiations, what would be your response?

BROWN: I don’ t know.

FILBEY: As I am sure you are aware, the difficulty is the dispute
between the APWU and the Nail Handlers. There has been ex-
tensive discussions concerning proposals made in our caucus-
es. Obviously, the position I will take will depend upon
your response to the second auestion. As I understand your

first response, you do not consider that language as the
( jurisdiction clause.

BROWN: If Article 1 does in any sense cover jurisdictional parameters
or limits, in my opinion, it is not sufficiently comprehensive
that I can take a look at it and tell which union has jurisdic-
tion over every facet of the Postal Service.

LaPENTA: Let me see if I understand it. Your response to President
Filbey was not that Article 1 is absolutely not a jurisdic-
tional clause but that it is a recognition clause and it does
have overcones of -~urisdiction, hut even you are not clear as
to how explicit those overtones are.

BROWN: I am clear as to how explicit they are not.

LaPENTA: So it’s a mixed bag.

BROWN: No, I am not telling you that. We have various crafts and
unions spelled out there. You can take them and convert
them into job titles or classifications —— it doesn’t spec-

ifically spell out all the jurisdictional activities em—
braced in those things.

LaPENTA: Only on nn-/ positions. it is silent on old positions, as
far as I am concerned.
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PADEM,%.CHER: Xs the Postal Service opposedto a jurisdiction clause? You

have indicated that you don’t feel Article 1 is completely
jurisdictional. You also said you couldn’t respondwhether
or not you could accepta jurLsdictional clause in craft
proposals.

BROWN: I said I do not have an answer as to whether or not we wouicC
Is it your position that jurisdictional questions should be
in craft negotiations or not, was your question.

FILBEY: If these four unions negotiatinti with you were to make a pro-
posal that the jurisdiction of the jobs in their respectivebargaining units were to be a matter of negotiations by craft

would the Pogtal Service consider it?

BROWN: We will considerany proposal submitted to us, stu. I willwithhold my comment I was about to make. I .will answer you

more fully later.

FTT.~fl: Eventually, whetherwe like it or not, we are going to have
to.establish work jurisdiction in the Postal Service. Th14
is not to imply that I am dissatisfied with the present sys-
tea. But eventually it is going to have to be done.

But that doesn’t saywhere and how it is going to be done.

FILBEY: I hope you will indicate to me before Friday evening whether
jurisdiction could be negotiated craft by craft or whether it
has to be negotiatedat this table • I want to be able to ad-
vise my executive board the exact situation in order that they
can make a determination, one I would have made yesterday but
for the board meeting to be held four days from now.

I will call you as soonas we are ready.

ManagementCaucus
Afternoon Session

BROWN: Before we left here, Stu, you asked two questions. I attempt-ed to answer the first regarding Article 1, SectionS1, and
said I would be back with our answer to what is our position
regarding negotiating on jurLsdictions in the negotiations con-

cerning craft articles of the national agreementin craft nego-
tiations and what would our position be regarding incorpora-
tion of an article in the national agreement setting forth jur-
isdictions of each of the four national unions. and/or crafts?
I think that is essentially what.you asked• I will attempt to( give you our first position, but before I do, I want to say
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that we do not to my knowledge have any great difficulties
with this cuestion of jurisdiction except as it relates to
you. Basically it has existcd between the Mail Handlers and
the Clerks, and it was recently placed on behalf of three
locations before Sylvester Garrett. It follows, in our op-
inion, therefore, that it is our position that while the

Postal Service is obviously affected, basically the major
problem before us, in one form or another, while we are
affected, it is between the two unions involved and not be-
tween the four unions and the eiriDloyer.

To get to your first cniestion, work assignment procedures
are the result of many years of tradition and very well re—

cognized practices which for the most part crovern the deter—
mination of which work should be assigned to the employee

of which bargaining unit. Personally, I feel reasonably
sure that, having known you for 27 or 28 months, that over
these years of building up tradition the union reoresenta-
tive~ have actively participated in developing the practices
and following them as they have been utilized in assigning
employees to jobs. You know much better than I that the

Postal Service needs, demands, a reasonable amount of flex—
( ibility in making employee assignments, but I hope you know

that the Postal Service has made every effort to follow
tradition and acceDted practices. More to the point, we do
not see the practicality oi the employees setting do~~m,one
union at a time, attempting to determine precisely which
work and type of work belongs to that bargaining unit, par-
ticularly when it is considered that such deliberations and
conclusions would be reached to the virtual exclusion of all
of the other three unions. We do not believe this, which
would be craft considerations for articles of the crafts,
would be aporopniate for bargaining. We don1t feel we have
any right to do that, frankly. We do not consider it neces-
sary. What I have called traditional assignment patterns
has worked well except in the Mail Handler versus Clerk situ-
ation. I see no reason to attempt to negotiated this sub-
ject in our dealings concurrently ~‘ith the crafts.

In responding to the secondpart of your cruestion regarding
our view of incornorating an article in the national agree-
ment covering jurisdictions in each union and/or craft, some

or all of the reasoning regarding whv we do not feel it nec-
essary to bargain on this subject in our craft deliberations
anoly to our thinking regardinn our position in response to
your ounstion of incorporating this subject in national nnqo—

tiations at this table. We cannot say we are deai~nqwith
one union here, one at a time, but the other reasons apply.
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We do not consider this to he necessary, and we strongly
~rt~E~suchan effort would create ~ore ~ralemsthanrt
~Qp~dSOO Anain, this problem is not in our view a gen-

eral, across-the—board issue. It is confined to Mail Hand—
lers and Clerks as far as being a major issue. That is our
information, and we believe the unions have the obligation
to work out the solution to the problem they have. It is
our belief, further, that the unions must develop a single,
common position on proposals covering articles 1 and 7 and,
as we view it, we are not attempting to tell you how to con-
duct your business. As we see it, that position is going to
have to be arrived at after you recognize that you have to
make your own compromises. When you have agreed upon your
common oosition, let us know what it is. Then the employer
will he able to consider your solution. I hope arid urge that
it be not too long in coming. We can work toward the achiov—
ment of an entire collective bargaining agreement, mutually

satisfactory and one we can all live with.

CUSH~N: Where does that leave us?

BROWN: I don’t know.

LaP~TA: Well, are you saying that there will be no negotiations,
either at the craft level or at the national level?

BROWN: I didn’t say that. I tried to answer two questions Stu
raised.

LaPENTA: In other words, your statement was full of contradictions
in that you say it is strictly a union matter and between
two unions, you contradict yourself for sayinc that it is
not aoprooriate to settle this at the national craft level.
The Mail Handlers union has consistently said that they will
resist every attempt by this employer to constantly claim
that this is a matter only between unions and it is a “jur-
isdictional dispute”. I further want to state that I think
you arc 100 nercent wrong when you allege that this is not
an issue with any of the othar unions. That’s wrong be-
cause all you have to do is read the key positions of the
seven crafts that hold recognition to bargain with the
Postal Service, and you will find in every one of those key
positions overlanping duties, which is the basis of the Mail
Handler ar1d the APWU situation. Just because these other
craft jurisdictions have not brought this to the bargaining
table in 1971 and 1973 as the Mail Handlers have, you can’t
sit there and say that it is not. an issue that a~fccts all

seven of the:~ecraCts. It absolutely does aff~ectall seven.
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Another contradiction on your part is your proposal ot us
that the two unions settle this between them. I don’ t take
that ~to mean that you, the employer, are saying that if we
do settle it, you will accept whatever agreement we come to.

BROWN: You’re right.

LaPENTA: That leaves us right smack where we are. That this is a
bargainable issue, you are going to have to bargain this
issue, and, for the record, I want to repeat that insofar
as our sister union is concerned, the APW(J, we do not hold

them responsible for what we consider td be the basic prob—
1cm here. The basic problem isn’t craft jurisdiction or a
jurisdictional dispute between two unions. The basic prob-
1cm is structural. The basic problem is that over a long
period of time, because of hiring practices and because of
assignment practices and because the employer has had up
until just a few short years ago, 1962 to be exact, with the
inaugeration of the Kennedy executive order, the employer has
had the unilateral right to hire, assign, promote, transfer,
reassign, etc. And the basic problem that the Mail Handlers

union has been trying to get at here through collective bar—
( gaining in 1971, 1073 and now in 1975, and through use of

the contract arbitration machinery -- and I cite these things
because that makes our hands clean, because we have used. all
the machinery that is available to us and have done it in good

faith —— we now say to you, the employer, that we are not
going to sit at this table and continue to be told that this
is a problem between two unions and not a problem between
the unions and the emoloyer. The basic problem here on the
basis of what I have outlined, in our opinion, is a problem
of craft discrimination, racial discrimination and pay dis—
crimination, and, the only way to resolve that is through the
collective bargaining process, not by trying to get two unions
to resolve the issue. Arid that is our record, insofar as
this matter is concerned.

BROWN: You articulate very well. And you obviously have much more
knowledge of the background than I will ever have. It may
well be that maybe the fault is with me. Either I don ‘t have
sufficient knowledge to he award of precisely what you are
trying to convey to me when you say to me that this is a
structural problem, when you say to me that this is not be-
tween two unions, that this is something that must be settled
at this table hecauce it is between the two unions and the
employer —— I am not sure that you mean you two agree and wa
are disagreeincr with you —— where I tall off the boat completely
is when you talked about hands being clean. I hope you know
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that we are not saying you don’t have clean hands. I must
confess to you that in 1073 I gained the very distinct im-
pression that this was a matter of Mail Handlers claiming
that we wore assigning clerks to mail handler work and the
Clerks taking the position that no, we weren’t. I can stand
corrected on that issue if you want to correct rue. When it,.~
comes to the arbitration machinery, I thought the question
placed before the arbitrator was essentially who does this
work belong to? Mail Handlers or Clerks? Where I really
fall off the boat is hiring and discrimination practices.
I cannot address myself to the period 1962 to 1973. I am not
disclaiming responsibility, but I am ignorant. But I do dis-
claim those allegations from 1973 to date, particularly the
discrimination angle. I do not accept the premise that this

is an employer issue. Yes, I did say to you we will not say
carte blanche, come up with what you want. Obviously not.
But we are saying ‘to you, we think to sit down with you to
determine work jurisdiction, go to Rial, to Jim, to Stu, I
don’t know how we achieve that when in talking to you we may
be talking about work that these three men may claim as their
work. How can we agree with you that it is your work to the

exclusion oi the rest of these men? It is far too complex,
( far to big. The mannitude, as I see it, you would embrace

everything at every location that each of the employees in
each of the crafts perform —— we would he here until this
time next year because of the myriad functions and trying to
spell everything out to the nth degree. If not, other than
the pvoblems I alluded to in giving my answers to Stu, I
don’t see it as a great problem that has to be settled along
those lines. I think we would immediately imoede progress
toward an anreement by not just July 20 but December 20.
Whatever we would come up with would create more problems
than it would solve.

LaPENTA: Let me take your last premise first. Wherein you think this
is so monumental that it can’t be solved by July 21. Our
union has never intended that it be solved in one negotia-
tion. It can’t be. It has got to be a continuing process.
That’s what negotiations is all about. That is why I made
the statement about clean hands. I wasn’t charging you with
anything soecific, but I am saying we have used the bone fide
collective bargaining machinery in order to come to grips with
the problem and that’s just what we are proposing now.

BROWN: I don’ t know what you are proposing.

LaPENTA: When you look at those key positions, there are overlaps( everywhere. I am not taikinq about the combining of jobs.
it is not so complicated that you can’ t qet rid of those
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overlapuing duties. You can set up some sort of machinery
that will eliminate that. I have never proposed that you
do that overnight. That is why I have made a sensible in-
dication that the route to go would be to put it into craft
negotiations so we can proceed to get this contract signed,

sealed and delivered by the dealine. ‘~1

On the structural problem, once again I am not comparing ad-
ministrations. I am looking at this from an industry stand-

point. All I tried to do was give you some historical back-
ground. l~rior to 1962 the employer -- we will forget their
political designations -— going back to the establish_rnent
of the Postal Service, the facts are you did have the right
to go ahead and to hire, transfer, assign, promote, reassign,
all that. There is a common sense solution to this problem.
You have an employer and you have unions he is reauired to
deal with. For your information, I think I have to point
out we are not the only ones who had a so—called jurisdic-
tional clause on the table. There were other unions with
them in previous negotiations, including the APWU. There
are three unions right now who are trying to bargain juris-
diction with you. The Rurals, Letter Carriers and us. From
a common sense standpoint you as the Chief Spokesmanhave to
realize that somewhere down the line we will insist that
there be a so—called jurisdictional clause, jurisdictional
work assignment, whatever you want to call it -- simply the
clearing up and clarifying of a situation which has existed

for a long time whereby there are overlaoping duties and
confusion as to what employee performs the work. You can put
it in that context. And our proposition to Garrett was not
as you stated, who gets this work. Our proposition went
much further than that. We had three cases in the arbitra-
tion that. had to do with specific dut~z assignments. But our
position to Garrett was that you have not basically a dispute
between two unions but you have a oroblem here in which the
union is alleging discrimination, racial discrimination and
pay discrimination. He said, I am not going to really answer
this in my decision. You go to court if you want to, or you
go ahead and use the collective bargaining process. That’s
what we are here for. Not to hold a gun to your head But
you are just not going to be able to walk away from it. It
deserves to he handled by the collective bar~ainir.g process.
Who better than all of the parties should resolve the issue?
Who says that we have to decide this by July 21. You have
never heard that during the life of the agreementwe will do
such ‘n such. It. seems to me this is the kind of problem
that is best handled by dealing with it ~fl that mnnner.( Where reasonable people can sit down -and attompL to work out
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solutions to the problem. That’s all we have ever tried to

do hero. Nobody is going to make us qet forced into a posi-
tion whereby we say, that’s right, we’re fighting with the
APWU. We might have a situation in which the APWU and us is
in disagreement, hut neither union was the cause of that dis-
agreement. The cause has been the practices of the employer
over a long period of time. We are trying to get those prac-
tices that caused this discrimination resolved.

BROWN: I am not prepared to continue to have a dialogue on this sub-
ject. Let inc make two observations. When you talk about we
are reasonable people, are you talking about the people around
this table or the Mail Handlers?

LaPENTA: The people around this table, yes.

BRowN: I think that I speak for at least top managementof the Pos-
tal Service. I can’t speak for 30,000 pos~nasters or what
have you. We take no glee, get no satisfaction, out of see-
ing a fight or disagreement between any of the union repre-
sentatives sitting here. I am sure that you are just at least
as aware as I am that when that happens maybe one or both of

you pay, but inevitably the employer pays for it. We are not
sitting back on the sidelines and saying go to it, boys. I

think it must be obvious to you and to the others by now, if
we had our druthers we would rather not he sitting here talk-
ing about this subject as an issue. But I must confess that
if there is a common point of view on the part of the four
unions represented here, it is the first time in my life that
I have seen a proposal put forth by two principals that em-
brace only three unions. This is the only indication that
we have that jurisdiction was a continuing problem to be

considered in your opinion at this bargaining table. The only
one. We arc not trying to run away from the nroblem. We
don’t know how to resolve it here. I nave atttmnLed to answer

the questions Mr. i’ilbey put forth before lunch. I want to
tell you further, we are here to bargain, not to refuse to
bargain.

CUSI~1AN: I would like to have a caucus with my people for a few minutes.
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Mr. GILDEA emphasized that the Postal Service proposals “didn’t
come lately”, and he complained about the Union demeanor in commenting
upon them. The Unions took exception to Mr. GILDEA’s remarks and then
left the meeting to caucus.

[CAUCUS)

Mr. GILDEA opened the afternoon session, and the Unions and the
Postal Service took uo and completed their discussions on US?S Paper 1
which dealt with Article I, Union Recognition. The Postal Service’s

principal thrust in regards. to their paper was that the new sections
dealing with supervisors performing bargaining unit work were needed in
order to give them flexibility.

Mr. CUSHMANadvised the Postal Service the Unions were ready to
take up their Paper 2 dealing with Article VI, Layoff. The Unions ask-
ed a number of questions about standard, key and individual positions
and asked if the Postal Service had conducted any audit of these posi-
tions. The response was in the necative. The Postal Service then ela-
borated on their procedures for reviewing requests for establishing
positions and asserted that all positions were authorized at the head-
quarters level. The Unions then asked if this meant that there were no
unauthorized positions and, after discussion, it became apparent that
the Postal Service really didn’t know if there were people working in
unauthorized positions. -

Mr. DORSEY acted as spokesmanfor the Postal Service and presented
to the Unions the following data:

There has been a 1.9% drop in mail volume from last year; this is

the equivalent of 5,000 surplus employees;

The EMCSnot going on scheduleon time means a surplus of 2,000
employees;

The merger of first class and air mail into one category of mail
creates 3,900 surplus employees;

The LCRES, 15,000 surplus employees when completed.

Mr. DORSEY continued and stated that accession exceeds attrition by
2.6%. For example, during accountirtq periods 14 throuch 26, 34,919 Clerks
were added to the rolls, 25,741 removed. In the Mail Handlers 13,136 were
added to the rolls, 8,421 were removed. In the Letter Carriers 7,496 were
added to the rolls and 12,925 removed. Of the Special Delivery ~essenaers,
116 were added to the rolls and 187 wore removed. In other bargaining unit
cateaories 3,706 employees were added to the rolls and 5,187 were removed.
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to lessen the impact of mech and tech on emuloyces, and if at the end of
six n~onths there is no agreement, interest arbitration would be tringered.

4. Jurisdiction. We don’t necessarily question the method you pro-
posed, but again since it didn’t include two of the four Unions, the NALC
and the Rural Carriers, they would be included along with the Mail handlers
and the APWTJ.

Mr. BROWNasked, what about the no layoff clause?

Mr. CUSHMANresponded, I thought the Unions made it perfectly clear
this morning about their feeling on that issue. The answei is we are not
going to give up the no layoff clause.

Mr. BRO~TNsaid, if that’s all you have at this time I want to say
the approach that is evidenced, by what you have presented is going to cx—
calatc our ability to make proqress.

The mediator then called for the respective parties to recess and
to come back later in the day.

Later in the eveninc the parties reconvened in joint session. Mr.
~ said, the Unions made a eou~.terprcposa1, now the hell is i’~ your

court.

Mr. BROWN responded to the Union proposal as follows:

1. On the cost of livinc, the $1310, that you want frozen in, this
is a proposal that the Postal Service cannot accept. I am not going to
repeat the reasons for obiection to this other than to point up one of
the reasons is that postal emolovees will get so far out in front of fed~
eral em~1oyee5 in the fringe benefit area.

2. On wage compression, the Postal Service doesn’t want to do any-
thing on compression. This is a very costly item and again it will put

—-.—~-, ___,_c ~ ——-.—,~—-.~.

wt~~ £~r ~ ~. ~ ~

3. As to your direct wage package, the Postal Service will respond
to that specifically some time tomorrow. We still think it is way out of
line.

4. On health benefits, we will respond to that proposal also some
time tomorrow.

5. Regarding retirement, the Postal Service will not agree to any
retirement provision for the reason again that postal employees will
be way out in front of federal employees.
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6. On uniform allowances, we don’t have anything at this time be-
cause we are trying to determine how much clothina prices have increased
since 1973. However, I will tell you we are not prepared to go anywhere
near the 22~ you have s~aoestecl.

7. On the cost of livine formula, the Postal Service does not agree
with any chancle in the current formula.

Now on your non—economicdemands. On work and time standards, we
will try to put some language together to have you look at, although we
are not really interested in modifying the current article.

Mr. usp~r~said, I am going to speak up for a moment and SaW that
it seems to inc that this, as I have said many times to the Postmaster
General and to Mr. BROWN and others of postal management, this is an cx—
tremely important gut issue and the stakes on this are very high.

Mr. BROWN continued with Subcontracting. You will get a side letter
prepared, but we Want to talk to the Mail Handlers before we put something
together. On Mech and Tech, your proposal dealing with the impact of mech
and tech on employees and the way these employees are taken care of seems
to postal managementto be more apt to be solved by a provision in the re—
assignments article rather than in mech and tech.

The Unions at this time commentedon various aspects of mech and
tech and the impacting of employees.

Mr. BROWN then spoke to Jurisdiction. The Postal Service Manage-
ment wants to again put something clown on paoer and then discuss the
matter with the Mail Handlers and with the APWU. The Unions interrupted
at this time and advised BROWN that the jurisdictional proposal was meant
to cover all the Unions. After some discussion the matter was clarified
and it was qotten across to Managementwhat the Unions were after. After
that discussion BROWNsaid he had no more to say.

Mr. CUSiL~4ANsaid, hefoie we close I have something to say. Essentially
it is that the clock is running, there’re still wide differences between
the parties. -
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Mr. ~Y asked, i~ this it~ I want to make sure now that we hav~
all the j

5
SU33 on eke .tablu. That we have our gut issues lists togeth~ar.

Mr. BPG~Nsaid, no, I have three items still: (1) casuals, public

~olic ~ ~ ~ ~l. ‘~s, ~2) ma~qnnlnq u ii or cy
supervisors in o~fieesof 5 or less; and (3) the no layoff clause.

Mr. CuS~4ANsaid, I also have a list. (1) Article VII; (2) ~rticle
VIII; (3) Sefaty and ~eateh; (4) Inrnection Service; (5) Union/~Mnage—
cent Coooeratio:1; (5) Discieline as regards counselling; (7) Grievance—
Arbitration Procedure renarc!.Lna time limits on wace clairas; (8) seniority

for non—bargaining unit employees; (9) ie~viso:~sperforming bargaining
unit work; (.10) administration of ~jck leave; (11) Credit Unions and Travel
and (12) EnergY Shortage. (SEF~ Managecent then asked for a caucus.

Mr. USERY caine hack and reoorted to the Unions that Managementblew
up in the caucus saving that Management was comolaininc that as hhev had
predicted the Unions wouid give them a list of [expletive laletad] mains.
After a Union caucus the bargaining was resumed. Mr. CUSHMANresponded:

On the Enemy Shortage, accented Management proposal. Safety and
Health, accepted Management pretend. Credit Unions and Travel, accap b—
ccl Management proposal. Inspection Service, status quo letter of under-
standing. Discipline, modified Management proposal, clear record after
2 years and modif Union reposal that counselling records be cleared
after 1 year instead ofT 6 months. Sick leave administration, the Unions
stick with their ~rogosal that the meanest for prognosis by Management

has to be deleted. Union/Management-Cooceration, want modification in the
Managementproposal to orovide that the word “reasonable” be inserted be-

fore the word COSZ, WfllCh would mean that the Unions only pay reasonable
costs for information that the request. Grievance-Arbitration time limit
on wage claims, we want provision for disputed claims as well as cla:Lms
resultant from administrative or clerical errors. Seniority for non—bar-
gaining unit employees, the Unions want the current 2-year protection to
be limited to 1 year protection.

The Unions tinen reviewed Article VIII and advised Management that
these were the areas in which there still needed to be discussion.

-. (a) Sunday premium pay be put in the base for the computation of
overtime;

(h) The Unions want a guarantee of four hours for all offices not
the current ~ulit rovision that provides for 4--hour guamantens in large
offices and a 2—hour guarantee in smaller offices.

(c) Wash—un Time, th~Unions will accept the status quo.

(ci) The Unions want some discussion on the Gild-na mcinornndurn concern-

ing the noliCv of voluntary working outside nE schedule waiving the c-~upLoven ‘ s
right to premium ony.
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1973 to July 20, 1975: $1310 or 630 per hour, ~hicIi—
ever pay schedule the employee is covored by, will
be “rolled in” to the base rate. This has ~itpa~cton
retirement, benefits and retirement payments.

B. uniform Allowances, in whatever category an employee
might fall, the following increases:

$140 to $154
6Oto 66
22to 30

XI. Memoranda Of Understanding

A. Work and Time Standards Memorandum of Understanding:
additional protection of postal workers against un—

• reasonable, inequitable, and unfair time and work
• standards.

a. provides a .Mail Handler assigned on duty on the plat-
form at the time star route vehicles being loaded or

• unloaded will assist in loading and unloading star
route vehicles.

C. Jurisdiction: deals with iachinery resolving dis-
putes between the various crafts and various duties

• performed by employees in these crafts. -

• Xxx. Nonecohomic Proposals

A. Article VII, Employee Classifications: nuxttber of
• casuals other than December shall not exceed 5% of

the total number of employees. Casuals limited to
two 90-day terms in a calendar year.

B. The number of public policy employeesshall be phased
out in accordance with the terms of their employment
and the use of such employeesshall be terminated no
later than the expiration date of this contract.

C. Notify employeesafter they have made 4th bid that
their 5th bid would be the final bid • In the area
of major relocations Article XII and Appendix A pro-
vide for advance notice to employeesaffccted, the
place where employeeswill be reossiqncd, their
tours, and the number of employeesinpacted by the
relocations. Agreed to reducing frcn 180 to 120 days
the length of details of employees itt the Mail Handler
craft tn they are excessed.
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L. Article XXXVI, Credit Unions and Travel: acyrecd to
• leave without pay for up to C hours for emplcyncs

who work for postal credit unions; agreed to revir;t
upward tl;e travel allowances for employcica.

N. Energy crisis: new article which agrees in the event
of an energy crisis to seek a high fuel priority for
postal employees.

xv. proposals Withdrawn By Management • • -

A. Article VI, No Layoff Clause; Management withdrew
• their proposal which would have provided that em-

ployees could be laid off. This t4anagement proposal
was withdrawn at midnight, July 20.

n. Article XVI, Discipline: Management withdrew their
proposal that would have provided for emergency sus-

• pensions of employeeswithout notice. -

C. Article I, Union Recognition: Management withdrew
• their proposal which would have allowed supervisorsto perform bargaining unit work without limitation• in smaller office.

D. Article VII, Employee Classification:4: Management
• withdrew their proposal which would have allowed

• thqm to appoint casual employees for one year; which
would have allowed them to assign people across craft
lines without any limitations.

B. Article VIII, Hours àf Work: Managent~ntwithdrew its
proposal which would have allowed them to eliminate
the guarantee that an employee be paid 12 hours when
brought into work on his unscheduled day, whether he
works or not.

F. Article XVII, Representation: Managen3nt withdrew its
proposal that insisted that a Union official could
only represent an employee in a disciplinary case
in Steps 1 and 2 would have to step aside and be re-
placed by a higher union official at the 2B hearing.

G. Article XXX, Local Implementation: ?4:tnagementwith-
drew its proposal which would have tholislied local
negotiations.
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